
Markband descriptors
Investigation
(Option B: external assessment; option A: internal assessment)
These markbands are concerned with the student's individual investigation (both written and visual) into
visual arts in its past, present and emerging cultural contexts. They are also concerned with the student's
investigation into visual qualities, ideas, themes and issues, both in written and visual forms. This should
include the analysis of images and artifacts—including original, appropriated and recycled ones—found
in art styles and movements from different cultures and times, and should encompass the student’s
technical skills and experimentation in using different media.

In the investigation, the student should take an independent and integrated approach towards his or
her work. The investigation should show breadth and depth in making connections and reaching informed
conclusions. A range of sources should be used, which must all be acknowledged properly. The work
should show evidence of critical discrimination and demonstrate the student’s developing use of the
specialist vocabulary of visual arts.

The definition of “culture” in this context is given in the “Syllabus details” section.

The markbands for HLB, SLB/HLA and SLA are differentiated.

Descriptor
Markbands

SLASLB/ HLAHLB

Investigation has not reached level 1.000

1–4N/AN/A · Presents art from different cultures and/or times, and rarely
considers it for its function and/or significance.

· Demonstrates the development of few skills, techniques and
processes when making and describing images and artifacts.

· Demonstrates few investigative strategies into visual qualities,
ideas and their contexts, and these lack organization and
focus.

· Demonstrates little depth and/or breadth through a very poor
development of ideas.

· Demonstrates little use of the specialist vocabulary of visual
arts.

· Uses a limited range of sources and acknowledges them
inadequately.

· Presents little of the work effectively and/or creatively and
demonstrates little critical observation.

· Presents little relationship between investigation and studio.
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Descriptor
Markbands

SLASLB/ HLAHLB

5–81–4N/A · Presents and describes art from different cultures and times,
and sometimes considers it for its function and/or significance.

· Demonstrates the development of a limited number of
effective skills, techniques and processes when making and
describing images and artifacts.

· Demonstrates investigative strategies into visual qualities,
ideas and their contexts that lack organization and/or focus.

· Demonstrates limited depth and/or breadth through a poor
development of ideas.

· Demonstrates limited and/or generally inaccurate use of the
specialist vocabulary of visual arts.

· Uses a limited range of sources and acknowledges them
inadequately.

· Presents a limited amount of the work effectively and/or
creatively and demonstrates limited critical observation.

· Presents a limited relationship between investigation and
studio.

9–125–81–4 · Presents, describes and sometimes analyses art from different
cultures and times, and sometimes considers it for its function
and significance.

· Demonstrates the development of some effective skills,
techniques and processes when making and describing and/or
analysing images and artifacts.

· Demonstrates some organized and focused investigative
strategies into visual qualities, ideas and their contexts.

· Demonstrates, at times, emerging depth and/or breadth
through a mediocre development of ideas and few explained
connections between the work and that of others.

· Demonstrates mediocre and sometimes inaccurate use of the
specialist vocabulary of visual arts.

· Uses a range of sources and acknowledges them properly
most of the time.

· Presents some of the work fairly effectively and/or creatively
and demonstrates some emerging critical observation.

· Presents a developing relationship between investigation and
studio.
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Descriptor
Markbands

SLASLB/ HLAHLB

13–169–125–8 · Considers, describes, analyses and compares satisfactorily art
from different cultures and times, and considers it for its
function and significance satisfactorily most of the time.

· Demonstrates the development of mostly effective skills,
techniques and processes when making and analysing images
and artifacts.

· Demonstrates organized and mostly focused investigative
strategies into visual qualities, ideas and their contexts.

· Demonstrates satisfactory depth and breadth through some
successful development of ideas and some explained
connections between the work and that of others.

· Demonstrates satisfactory and generally accurate use of the
specialist vocabulary of visual arts.

· Uses a range of sources and acknowledges them properly.

· Presents some of the work effectively and creatively and
demonstrates some satisfactory critical observation and
reflection.

· Presents a reasonably focused relationship between
investigation and studio.

17–2013–169–12 · Analyses and compares thoughtfully most of the time art from
different cultures and times, and usually considers it carefully
for its function and significance.

· Demonstrates the development of effective skills, techniques
and processes when making and analysing images and
artifacts.

· Demonstrates coherent and focused investigative strategies
into visual qualities, ideas and their contexts, more than one
approach towards their study, and some connections between
them.

· Demonstrates good depth and breadth through a mostly
successful development of ideas and explained connections
between the work and that of others.

· Demonstrates mostly careful and accurate use of the specialist
vocabulary of visual arts.

· Uses an appropriate range of sources and acknowledges them
properly.

· Presents the work effectively and creatively and demonstrates
some good critical observation and reflection.

· Presents a focused relationship between investigation and
studio.
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Markbands

SLASLB/ HLAHLB

N/A17–2013–16 · Analyses and compares thoughtfully art from different cultures
and times, and considers it carefully for its function and
significance.

· Demonstrates the development of a range of effective skills,
techniques and processes when making and analysing images
and artifacts.

· Demonstrates coherent, focused and individual investigative
strategies into visual qualities, ideas and their contexts, a
range of different approaches towards their study, and some
informed connections between them.

· Demonstrates very good depth and breadth through a
successful development and synthesis of ideas and
well-explained connections between the work and that of
others.

· Demonstrates mostly effective and accurate use of the
specialist vocabulary of visual arts.

· Uses an appropriate range of sources and acknowledges them
properly.

· Presents the work effectively and creatively and demonstrates
some thoughtful critical observation, reflection and
discrimination.

· Presents a clear relationship between investigation and studio.

N/AN/A17–20 · Analyses and compares perceptively art from different cultures
and times, and considers it thoughtfully for its function and
significance.

· Demonstrates the development of an appropriate range of
effective skills, techniques and processes when making and
analysing images and artifacts.

· Demonstrates coherent, focused and individual investigative
strategies into visual qualities, ideas and their contexts, an
appropriate range of different approaches towards their study,
and some fresh connections between them.

· Demonstrates considerable depth and breadth through the
successful development and synthesis of ideas and thoroughly
explained connections between the work and that of others.

· Demonstrates effective and accurate use of the specialist
vocabulary of visual arts.

· Uses an appropriate range of sources and acknowledges them
properly.

· Presents the work effectively and creatively and demonstrates
effective critical observation, reflection and discrimination.

· Presents a close relationship between investigation and studio.
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